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Note: Answer five questions only

Q1) a: - Find equations for the tangent and normal to the curve / : L* cosx at the point (rc/2, t).
(12 mark).

(8 mark),

Q2) 8..- Use Newton's method to estimate the one real solution of x3 + 3x * 1 : 0.

Start with xo = o and then find xr. (10 mark).

b:- Parabola is to be shifted. Find an equation for the new parabola, and find the new vertex,

Focus, and directrix. x2 : By, right 1, down 7 (10 marks) .

Q3) Bi - Use the steps of the graphing procedure to graph the equation. ! : 'J. - 9x - 6xz - x3

Include the ioordinates of any local extreme points and inflection points. (10 mark).

b:- Find the total areas of the shaded regions as shown. (10 mark).

_ l-cosx
b:- Use l'Hopitai's Rule to n'aluate thc limit. lim*-o *

b:= Use tlre Substitution Formula to evaluate tle integral. [!*ffia*
c!- Use the shell method to find the volumes of the solids generated by revolving

the regions bounded by the curvos and lines, about the x-axis, as shown.

Y -.,17, ! =0, ! = x-Z 'y,

Q4) a: - Find # rrn - x3/z byusingchainrulewithyas acompositeof y : u3qnd.u=l/i
(6 marks).

(7 marks).

(7 marks).

-{'-1-



Q5) a:-Findaformulafor/-1 incase f(x) = *' +1' x2 0' (5marks)'

- Find the derivative of y, ,:s@li axz) (5 marks)'

b:- Evaluate the integral, t:Y O- (5 marks)'

- Evaiuate the expression, sin (tan-'#)' (5 marks)'

Q6) a: - express the integrands as a sum of partial fractions and evaluate the integral'

n7 3x+2
ti ffia. smarks)

r2
b:- using Tabular integration Evaiuate J Xl StnX dX (5 marks)'

C:- By Cramer's Rule Solving the following systems of equations' (7 marks)'

2x*Y-z -5
3x-ZY+2x--3
x -3Y -32 * -Z

GOOD LUCK.


